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Abstract The magmatic phase of the AD 79 eruption of
Vesuvius produced alternations of fall and pyroclastic den-
sity current (PDC) deposits. A previous investigation dem-
onstrated that the formation of several PDCs was linked
with abrupt increases in the proportion of denser juvenile
clasts within the eruptive column. Under the premise that
juvenile clast density is controlled by vesiculation processes
within the conduit, we investigate the processes responsible
for these variations at or close to fragmentation levels.
Pumice textures (vesicle sizes, numbers, and connectivity
combined with crystal textures) from the AD 79 PDC
deposits are compared to those from interbedded fall sam-
ples. Both PDC and fall deposits preserve textures that
represent a full spectrum of degassing and outgassing

processes, from bubble nucleation to collapse. Combining
the textural and volatile (groundmass H2O) data, we derive a
conduit model that satisfies all the textural and physical
observations made for this phase of the eruption: lateral
vesicularity/density stratifications are produced by maturing
of bubble textures with superimposed localized shearing of
bubble-rich magmas, which enhance outgassing of H2O.
The incorporation of denser slower-moving magma from
the conduit margins (“lateral magma density gradient”) is
likely to be responsible for the higher abundances of dense
juvenile pumice that triggered partial column collapses. We
also illustrate how variations in the fragmentation depth
(tapping a “vertical magma density gradient”) can be re-
sponsible for variations in erupted clast density distribu-
tions, and potentially in the extent of degassing/outgassing.

Keywords Vesuvius . Pumice density . Vesicle and crystal
textures . Volatiles in glass . Strain localization

Introduction

Transitions from fall- to PDC-producing columns
during the AD 79 eruption

During the magmatic fallout phase of the AD 79 eruption,
Vesuvius ejected more than 3 km3 of tephra (dense rock
equivalent) over 20 h around the Bay of Naples (Cioni et al.
2004; Fig. 1a). About 7 h into the eruption, the magma
composition changed from phonolitic to tephriphonolitic,
equating to “white” then “gray” pumice (e.g., Lirer et al.
1973; Sigurdsson et al. 1982). The succession of fall and
pyroclastic density current (PDC) deposits generated during
the eruption were termed EU1–EU8 by Cioni et al. (1992)
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(Fig. 1b). The magmatic phase of the eruption (EU1–EU3)
began with deposition of a thin ash and white pumice layer
(EU1) followed by the formation of a ∼25-km-high plinian
column depositing up to 1.5 m of additional white pumice
(EU2) (Carey and Sigurdsson 1987; Cioni et al. 1992). The
margins of this column then destabilized during the transi-
tion from white to gray magma, producing the first PDC
(“P1”, Shea et al. 2011), which contained both white and
gray pumice. Subsequently, a buoyant column reaching
∼33 km in height was re-established, depositing 70–90 cm
of gray pumice (fall samples EU3base–EU3max) on the
Roman town of Pompeii in just 3–4 h (Sigurdsson et al.
1985). The eruptive plume became unstable again, first
generating three directed PDCs (“P2, P3”, and “P4”, respec-
tively), and then collapsing entirely, forming a radially dis-
persed PDC (unit “P5”) that devastated Herculaneum
(Gurioli et al. 2002). This phase of the eruption ended with
the short-lived reappearance of the white magma and the
production of a boilover that emplaced a dense, poorly-
dispersed PDC extremely rich in wallrock (“P6”).

A short-lived convective plume was reinstated at the
beginning of the phreatomagmatic phase (EU4), and the
eruption ended with the production of several other PDCs
(EU5, EU6, EU7pf, EU8L, EU8, Cioni et al. 2004). In this
contribution, we focus on the magmatic phase, and more
specifically on four main fall phases EU1, EU2, EU3, and
EU4 and six intercalated PDCs, P1 to P6 (Fig. 1b).

Causes of column collapse and pumice textures in Vesuvius
AD 79 deposits

This work was stimulated by a previous study focusing on
the causes for column collapse (Shea et al. 2011). In that
study, six PDC deposits, P1–P6, were examined by measur-
ing their respective dense juvenile clast content, and esti-
mating eruptive parameters such as decompression rates,
conduit radius, and wallrock content. It was found that the
first four PDCs associated with partial column collapses

(P1, P2, P3, and P4) accompanied abrupt increases in the
fraction of dense juvenile clasts in the eruptive column,
compared to enclosing fall phases. In contrast, the total
collapse P5 was caused by high discharge rates combined
with an increase in the conduit radius. This widening of the
conduit also increased the amount of wallrock within the
column. The locally dispersed wallrock-rich P6 resulted
from the involvement of very dense juvenile material at
the fragmentation level along with a further enlargement of
the conduit system. In this study, an important question was
left unanswered: how did those changes in magma proper-
ties come about? If magma density prior to fragmentation is
mostly controlled by bubble content (assuming constant
melt + crystal density), examining vesicle textures within
pumice can shed light on the conduit processes that gener-
ated the different density end-members.

Several studies analyzing vesicle and crystals textures
from natural AD 79 fall as well as experimental pumice
have yielded important results that allow robust compar-
isons with PDC samples to be made. Through compar-
isons between experimental and natural samples, we
found that decompression rates had been non-linear
(i.e., accelerated) during ascent (Shea et al. 2010b).
Through additional series of experiments mimicking
both ascent and storage conditions (Shea et al. 2009),
we also demonstrated that leucites (∼20–30 μm) present
in all clasts of the AD 79 eruptive stratigraphy did not
form during fast ascent but rather during storage and/or
an initial slow decompression of the reservoir. Finally,
Balcone-Boissard et al. (2011) measured bulk pumice
H2O contents and deduced that the white magma fol-
lowed a closed-system degassing path, while gray pum-
ice showed evidence of some open-system degassing.

Hence, aside from assessing the crucial information on
the mechanisms responsible for the transitions from stable to
collapsing columns, we are now in the position to validate
and integrate the degassing and crystallization models pro-
posed previously for the AD 79 eruption.

Fig. 1 a DEM of the bay of
Naples with Campi Flegrei and
Vesuvius. Ten-centimeter iso-
pachs for both white (EU1 +
EU2) and gray (EU3) magmatic
phases of the AD 79 eruption
are shown, along with the dis-
tribution of the various PDCs. b
Simplified idealized stratigra-
phy (unit thicknesses are rela-
tive) of the AD 79 eruption
deposits, modified from Cioni
et al. (1992, 2004)
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Geochemistry and H2O contents of AD 79 magmas

While the geochemical characteristics of AD 79 magmas or
their thermodynamic condition at depth are not the main
focus of the present study, we provide some essential find-
ings from earlier investigations. The white pumice (EU1–
EU2, part of P1) has a phonolitic bulk composition and
represents magmas stored in the upper portions of a thermally
layered reservoir (EU1 ∼830–840 °C and EU2 ∼860–925 °C)
(Cioni et al. 1995; Shea et al. 2009). New geochemical anal-
yses of P6 matrix glasses (unpublished data), have shown that
P6, previously thought to originate from the gray magma has
in fact the chemical characteristics of white pumice. Thus,
hereafter, P6 is treated as a product of the white magma. Pre-
eruptive pressure estimates for the white magma derived from
the study of volatiles in melt inclusions (H2O ∼6–6.5 % wt.)
vary between ∼150 and 185 MPa, corresponding to storage
depths of 5–7 km (Cioni 2000; Balcone-Boissard et al. 2011).
In contrast, the gray pumice (EU3–4, P1–5) has a less evolved
tephriphonolitic bulk composition (Cioni et al. 1995). Mineral
assemblages are similar in the two types of pumice, sanidine
and clinopyroxene being the main phenocryst phases, and
leucite dominating the groundmass along with minor pyrox-
ene, biotite, and Fe–Ti oxides. The interstitial glass composi-
tion is in both cases phonolitic, only slightly less evolved in
the gray pumice than in the white pumice glass. The gray
magma (T ∼1,050 °C) is thought to represent an intermediate
mixed composition between a white magma end-member, a
more mafic (i.e., tephritic) end-member, and mafic cumulates
(Cioni et al. 1995). This gray magma contained ∼3.5 % wt.
H2O and possibly some CO2 (Cioni 2000).

Methods

Textural characterization

Characterization of pumice textures from PDC deposits was
carried out following Shea et al. (2010a), using pumice
samples <32 mm, under the assumption that clast textures
were not significantly modified after fragmentation. Density
histograms were produced ∼100 clasts for each unit, and
clasts representative of the mode, the low- and the high end-
members were chosen for each sample (Fig. 2). Vesicular-
ities were calculated by mass balance using a magma den-
sity ρM02,600 kgm−3 (Barberi et al. 1989).

Thin sections made from selected clasts were imaged
using a scanner and the scanning electron microscope
(SEM), using ×5–500 magnifications to cover vesicle sizes
between 0.001 and 10 mm. The images were used to derive
cumulative vesicle size distributions (CVSD) and vesicle
volume distributions (VVD) via the FOAMS program (Shea
et al. 2010a). Number density of vesicles per unit volume

melt (NV) were already available from Shea et al. (2011).
Since bubble nucleation is inferred to be continuous
throughout magmatic ascent (Blower et al. 2002; Klug et
al. 2002; Gurioli et al. 2005; Shea et al. 2010b) the calcula-
tion of a total vesicle number density integrates across an
extended nucleation period. Here, we are only interested in
the maximum decompression rates experienced by magma
immediately prior to fragmentation. Therefore, we use the

Fig. 2 Histograms of clast density distribution shown for selected
samples from the magmatic phase of the eruption. Each histogram
contains 100 clasts. Distributions are typically broader in gray pumice
samples than in white pumice, and PDCs frequently involve a greater
fraction of high-density clasts. The thin vertical dotted line marks the
average mode for gray pumice distributions. Stars mark the bins from
which the representative clasts were chosen
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number density values NVf from Shea et al. (2011), which
were calculated only using the size range of the smallest
bubbles (0.01–0.001 mm), to calculate the decompression
rates (dP/dt) associated with the final, rapid stages of ascent.
It is worth noting that the vesicularity represented by bub-
bles from this size range is typically very low (∼5 % vol,
Table 1). Values of dP/dt were calculated using the equa-
tions of Toramaru (2006), the main controlling parameters
being the melt–vapor/crystal–vapor surface tension, water
diffusivity, initial dissolved H2O, temperature, and pressure
(cf. Shea et al. 2011 for details).

Leucite crystal volume distributions and number densi-
ties (NV-lc) were also acquired through FOAMS, under the
justifiable assumption that leucite shapes are nearly spheri-
cal. All vesicle and leucite number densities are normalized
to melt volume (Ncorr

V ; Ncorr
Vf ; Ncorr

V�lc Table 1) to suppress
the influence of degassing-induced bubble expansion as
well as the volumetric participation of pre-existing pheno-
cryst phases (e.g., Gurioli et al. 2005).

Vesicle connectivity

Vesicle connectivity measurements deliver first-order infor-
mation on the outgassing capacity (i.e., potential for gas loss)
of the magma near fragmentation (Klug et al. 2002; Rust and
Cashman 2004), providing that vesicle walls were not broken
by clast transport or during sample preparation. To test wheth-
er fall tephra and PDC deposits show differences in vesicle
connectivity, 17 large (i.e., 3–7 cm) EU2 and EU3 pumice
clasts were collected, along with 16 PDC pumices from P5.
Pumices were cut into cubes of easily measurable volume, and
the connected vesicularities (Table A1) were obtained using
He-pycnometry, following procedures described in Formenti
and Druitt (2003) and Giachetti et al. (2010).

Analyses of H2O in pumice glasses

MicroRaman spectroscopy was used for groundmass
glass H2O analysis since it allows for high spatial
resolutions (1–2 μm2) with good precision (Thomas
2000; Di Muro et al. 2006; Le Losq et al. 2012).
Glasses were analyzed at University of Manoa, Hawaii,
using a Witec® Alpha300R confocal Raman microscope
equipped with a green laser (532 nm wavelength), with
a power of 5 mW. Phonolite glass standards with inde-
pendent measurements of H2O by FTIR (Larsen 2008)
were used for calibration of Raman spectra. On a glass
spectrum, the main peaks of interest are located in the
∼200–1,200-cm−1 domain (aluminosilicate framework
band “ASF” associated with scattering of fourfold coor-
dinated cations with bridging and non-bridging oxygens,
Di Muro et al. 2006), and in the 3,100–3,800-cm−1

region (“H2O” band linked with bending/stretching of
H2O and OH- groups; Fig. 3a). To obtain H2O concen-
trations from acquired spectra, we employ an internal
calibration consisting in normalizing the area of the
H2O band (AH2O) to the area of the ASF band (AASF),
for standards of known H2O. The resulting curve of
AH2O/AASF vs. known H2O (Fig. 3b) is then used to
convert the ratios measured in unknown samples (i.e.,
the AD 79 pumice) to H2O contents (e.g., Le Losq et
al. 2012). About 8–15 measurements were performed
for each pumice, with acquisition times varying between
10 and 60 s. In vesicular samples, an “epoxy” signature
was often observed and had to be subtracted from the
raw spectrum to ensure AASF was measured properly
(Fig. 3a). An analytical precision of ±0.1 % wt. H2O
(Fig. 3b) was calculated from the standard deviationsof
our unknowns and the accuracy is estimated to be
∼0.30 % wt. (Le Losq et al. 2012).

Results

Density variations throughout the magmatic phase
of the AD 79 eruption

White fallout pumices from EU1 and EU2 show a
unimodal, narrow distribution, characterized by a mode
at ρ ∼600 kgm−3 (Fig. 2). The pumices from the gray
fallout have slightly higher modes at ρ ∼700 kgm−3 and
show broader density distributions with coarse tails (i.e.,
positive skewness). With the exception of P5, all PDC
deposits have modes shifted towards higher densities,
with P6 showing the widest distribution. From P1 to
P6, the number of juvenile clasts with ρ>800 kgm−3

also increases significantly. In contrast, P5 has a distri-
bution indistinguishable from fall samples, with a low
fraction of dense clasts.

General textural observations

Vesicles Certain textural features are recurrent through-
out the PDC samples. Small vesicles (i.e., L<50 μm)
are typically round, medium-sized vesicles (50<L<
200 μm) are round-to-irregular in shape, and large
vesicles (L>200 μm) are frequently irregular with non-
circular outlines (Fig. 4). Retracted walls within low-
density clasts suggest that most large vesicles suffered
at least some degree of coalescence. With increasing
clast density, medium and large vesicles become less
abundant, vesicle shapes become more complex with
contorted, often concave outlines, glass walls become
thicker (e.g., 1 to 100 μm in P6), and disconnected
glass septa appear increasingly rounded, indicating
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Table 1 Textural parameters of both fall and PDC samples from the magmatic phase of the 79 AD eruption

Density φ a ρ b Nvf
corr c dP/dt d φf

e d f Xcorr
g Lccorr

h Vglass
i NV-lc

corr j H2O
l

Units % gcm-3 mm-3 MPa s-1 % % % % mm-3 %

EU1 fall low 81.4 0.48 (4.7) 2.8×106 0.38 2.9 3.43 6.1 22.0 11.5

modal 75 0.87 (3.3) 3.3×106 0.40 2.8 4.03 4.1 18.0 17.0 3.1×104

high 62.1 0.98 (8.3) 8.0×106 0.66 7.9 3.85 5.8 14.0 27.7

EU2 fall low 83.4 0.41 (13) 11.3×106 0.98 7.3 3.39 4.1 13.0 10.9 0.54(0.07)

modal 77 0.60 (16) 15.2×106 1.13 8.1 3.57 6.1 14.0 15.6 4.6×104 0.46(0.20)

high 70.9 0.76 (17) 16.0×106 1.15 12.1 3.67 5.4 17.5 20.5 0.76(0.35)

EU3 base low 76.9 0.6 (7.9) 7.1×106 7.78 5.8 3.21 3.5 28.7 15.7 19×104 1.04(0.18)

modal 64.5 0.92 (2.7) 2.4×106 3.17 3.8 3.14 6.2 21.2 25.8 15×104 0.18(0.15)

high 50.1 1.3 (2.2) 2.0×106 2.35 3.7 3.56 6.0 19.3 37.3 29×104 0.00(0.08)

EU3 max low 67.4 0.85 (7.0) 6.4×106 6.63 6.3 3.8 3.4 17.7 25.7 7×104 1.40(0.25)

modal 59.6 1.05 (6.7) 6.4×106 6.20 5 3.41 3.7 20.8 30.5 23×104 0.74(0.24)

high 52.2 1.24 (4.9) 4.7×106 4.65 3 3.6 3.6 35.1 29.7 32×104 0.24(0.07)

EU3 top low 80 0.52 (13) 11.7×106 11.53 7.9 3.34 5.0 22.3 14.6 25×104 1.19(0.23)

modal 72 0.72 (14) 12.2×106 11.07 8.9 3.44 9.0 34.6 15.8 19×104 1.03(0.21)

high 55.7 1.16 (6.5) 6.2×106 5.83 4 3.52 4.3 35.9 26.5 11×104 0.24(0.13)

EU4 fall low 82.8 0.45 (12) 10.4×106 11.10 3.6 3.42 7.0 40.7 9.0 32×104 0.94(0.13)

modal 73.1 0.7 (9.7) 8.8×106 8.89 5.1 3.55 4.3 33.6 16.7 24×104 0.85(0.10)

high 62.4 0.98 (7.4) 6.9×106 6.74 5.2 3.57 5.9 28.4 24.7 17×104 0.83(0.08)

P1 low 77.9 0.57 (5.7) 4.9×106 3.19 k 3.4 4.01 5.4 28.4 14.6 17×104 1.73(0.25)

modal 70.8 0.76 (7.3) 6.8×106 3.77 k 5.6 3.49 4.8 15.9 23.2 8.0×104 1.89(0.26)

high 67.9 0.83 (11) 10.6×106 5.01 k 8.3 3.86 5.3 21.1 23.6 11×104 1.57(0.14)

P2 low 83.7 0.42 (12) 10.3×106 10.95 7.4 3.47 8.0 17.5 12.1 18×104 1.20(0.07)

modal 66.2 0.88 (4.3) 3.7×106 4.38 4.6 3.77 6.8 17.8 25.5 13×104 1.18(0.14)

modal 2 60.6 1.02 (7.2) 6.5×106 6.29 6.6 4.00 4.1 27.0 27.2 17×104 1.12(0.13)

high 52.6 1.23 (6.7) 6.2×106 5.70 5.5 4.01 7.2 32.8 28.4 16×104 0.95(0.20)

P3 low 74.1 0.67 (9.3) 8.4×106 8.45 8.9 3.81 5.0 18.4 19.9 18×104 1.46(0.07)

modal 67.6 0.84 (7.0) 6.3×106 6.59 5.9 3.78 5.9 16.1 25.3 5.3×104 0.45(0.11)

high 52.8 1.23 (8.8) 6.0×106 5.54 5.6 3.77 5.5 34.8 28.2 24×104 0.33(0.16)

P4 low 74 0.68 (11) 9.7×106 9.55 7.4 3.58 7.7 24.2 17.7 19×104 1.07(0.14)

modal 67.9 0.83 (10) 8.7×106 8.08 6.2 3.62 7.2 32.3 19.4 20×104 0.82(0.29)

high 51.9 1.25 (9.9) 9.7×106 7.72 7 3.79 4.8 25.0 33.8 14×104 0.14(0.11)

P5 low 82.4 0.46 (17) 12.7×106 12.75 5.1 3.56 8.5 35.6 9.8 44×104 1.57(0.13)

modal 73.4 0.69 (9.1) 8.4×106 8.55 7.4 3.49 7.1 22.6 18.7 14×104 1.48(0.16)

high 58.1 1.09 (5.0) 4.3×106 4.46 6.1 3.54 7.2 22.9 29.3 18×104 1.15(0.18)

P6 low 77.5 0.59 (5.3) 4.4×106 0.25 m 5.6 3.57 6.7 23.4 15.7 4.5×104 2.10(0.33)

modal 62.1 0.99 (3.7) 2.2×106 0.16 m 4.8 3.96 5.3 27.2 25.6 5.1×104 1.88(0.22)

high 33 1.74 (4.2) 0.4×106 0.05 m 1.6 3.95 5.5 42.8 34.6 47×104 0.79(0.27)

a Clast vesicularity
b Clast density
c Vesicle number density for vesicles <0.01 mm normalized to sample glass content. The total number density including all vesicle sizes NV

corr is
reported in parentheses
d Decompression rates calculated from vesicle number densities and formulations of Toramaru (2006), modified from Shea et al. (2011)
e Vesicularity integrated over vesicle sizes 0.001–0.01 mm, the size range used to calculate dP/dt
f Exponents derived from best-fit power-law curve within NV>L plots
g Crystal content of non-leucite phases (microphenocrysts+phenocrysts) normalized to glass
h Leucite content normalized to glass content. Values for EU1 and EU2 were taken from Shea et al. (2009)
i Volume of glass after vesicularity and crystal contents have been removed
j Leucite number density normalized to glass content
k Values of dP/dt for P1 are displayed for nucleation parameters intermediate between a 900 °C phonolite (EU2 end-member) and a 1,050 °C
tephriphonolite (EU3 end-member), assuming the two magmas were mixed at this transitional stage
l Glass H2O contents measured by microRaman, in weight percent; standard deviation in parentheses
mValues of dP/dt for P6 differ from Shea et al. (2011) since it was discovered that pumice from this unit have geochemical attributes of white
pumice (previously thought to be gray pumice)
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bubble collapse has occurred (e.g., Shea et al. 2010a;
Houghton et al. 2010). Within high-density clasts of the
last PDC sample (P6), numerous small vesicles remain,
while medium to large vesicles are absent (Fig. 4). In
comparison, low- and modal-density clasts are fairly
similar in appearance among PDCs, with low-density
P2 and P5 end-members showing the highest propor-
tions of large vesicles. Globally, vesicle textures within
PDC pumice are similar to those in fall samples, and
textures reflect the vesicularity of the imaged clasts
more than their stratigraphic location or depositional
origin. In contrast, the EU1 and EU2 white pumice
textures are distinct from those of gray pumice: bubble
collapse textures are absent from EU1 and EU2, where-
as they are common in EU3 high-density clasts.

Dense bands and vesicle trains A striking feature ob-
served in most pumice clasts is the recurrence of dense,
vesicle-poor bands (Figs. 5a, b, d), trains of irregular,
and/or elongate (Fig. 5b) vesicles, and transitions
(smooth or abrupt) from rounded to elongate vesicles
(Figs. 5e, f). These features appear at various scales in
nearly all clasts, and are usually more abundant in high-
density clasts. Within a few dense bands, populations of
numerous tiny vesicles also appear to have escaped any
kind of deformation (Fig. 5d).

Crystals Leucite microphenocrysts are present within all
samples (Fig. 4) and maintain similar size ranges throughout
the PDC sequence. Sanidine, clinopyroxene, amphibole,
and mica phenocrysts are also present, though in lower
proportions. The glass phase is typically clear and contains
mostly oxide microlites (Fig 6). P6 is the only imaged clast
that contains nepheline and plagioclase as microlites. In the
high-density clast, nepheline appears as equant 5–10-μm

crystals whereas plagioclase has tabular 20–50-μm (long
axis) morphologies (Fig. 4).

Vesicle textures

Vesicle volume distributions VVDs from the low- and
modal-density PDC clasts (Fig. 7) vary little through-
out EU3. The dominant mode in vesicle size remains
at 25–35 μm (equivalent diameter) for the entire PDC
and fall succession. All modal- and low-density pum-
ice show extended tails towards large vesicles (posi-
tive skewness), and some possess secondary modes of
larger (i.e., L>200 μm) vesicles (e.g., 22-4-8, 21-1-10,
19-1-4, 27-1-9). With the exception of P1 and P5,
high-density clasts have distributions that are broader
with lower amplitudes (i.e., lower kurtosis). These
distributions are irregular, particularly towards small
and medium vesicle populations. P6 is an extreme
case, displaying a ragged distribution possessing no
well-defined mode. Globally, from low- to high-
density clasts within a same unit, distributions show a
progressive disappearance of large and medium-size vesicles
(Fig. 7).

Cumulative vesicle size distributions VSDs measured in
PDC and fall pumice are all curved; consequently,
CVSDs are preferred since they also provide useful in-
formation on bubble nucleation and/or coalescence (e.g.,
Gaonac’h et al. 1996; Blower et al. 2002). Most CVSD
curves follow similar trends with simple power-law be-
havior from ∼0.01 to 2 mm, and a curved exponential-like
trend for the smallest vesicles (<0.01 mm). Exponents d
derived from the power-law portions of the curves are
high (d ∼3.3–4; Fig. 8a). Overall, these exponents are

Fig. 3 a Typical microRaman spectra of water-rich silicate glasses.
Top spectrum shows a phonolite glass used as a standard with 4.8 %
wt. H2O. The spectrum in the middle was collected from a gray pumice
glass, and contains the typical signature of epoxy-related peaks, which
can be subtracted by analyzing pure epoxy (lower “corrected” spec-
trum). The main bands used to calculate H2O contents are the

aluminosilicate “ASF” and “H2O” bands. b The H2O vs. band ratio
calibration curve used for this study. The band ratio is the area of the
water peak divided by the area of the ASF peak. The inset shows the
precision obtained from the standard deviations calculated for 30
standard glasses (phonolites and other compositions) each measured
four to six times
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well above values inferred for Apollonian packing (d ∼2.45;
e.g., Blower et al. 2002), the most efficient arrangement of
polydisperse spheres within a fixed volume.

Vesicle connectivity Connected vesicularity (Fig. 9,
Table A1) obeys a 1:1 relationship against bulk

vesicularity for nearly all fall and PDC clasts measured
from the gray magma phase of the eruption. Hence,
within a typical uncertainty of ∼1 % vol., vesicles
within the gray pumice are for the most part
interconnected. Clasts from EU2 diverge marginally
from the 1:1 trend, low-vesicularity samples showing a

Fig. 4 Selected ×100 and ×500 SEM images of PDC pumice associ-
ated with partial column collapse P3, the total collapse P5, and the last
wallrock-rich low-velocity P6, compared with fall pumice from
EU3top. High-, modal-, and low-density end-members are shown for
comparison. The dense clast from P6 (upper left) is the only one in our

sample sets that contains microlites of plagioclase and nepheline in
addition to the ubiquitous leucite microphenocrysts. Note the collapse
textures in high-density clasts and the thin or absent glass walls
associated with bubble expansion and coalescence in low-density
clasts
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significant proportion of isolated vesicles (5–10 % in
volume).

Evolution of decompression rate during the magmatic phase
of the eruption

Decompression rates are initially low during EU1 (∼0.5 MPa/
s), and increase during EU2 (∼1.1 MPa/s) (Fig. 8b). Decom-
pression rates for P1 calculated using magma properties inter-
mediate between white and gray end-members, fall between
values of EU2 (1.1 MPa/s) and EU3base (2.3–7.8 MPa/s).

Much higher rates are reached during initial eruption of gray
magma (EU3base) and values peak at ∼12.8 MPa/s
during P5. White pumice from P6 records much lower
decompression rates (∼0.05–0.25 MPa/s), before values
escalate back to around 10 MPa/s at the beginning of
the phreatomagmatic phase (EU4 fall). In general, de-
compression rates recorded for PDCs vary little from
those of fall pumice. A positive correlation between the
total vesicularity and dP/dt throughout gray pumice
deposits (Fig. 8b) favors a scenario in which vesicular
magma experienced more vigorous nucleation than less
vesicular magma.

Fig. 5 Shear zones and bands in AD 79 pumice clasts. a Scanned thin
section from a high-vesicularity (∼80 %) fall clast from EU3base with
tens of shear bands and vesicle alignments. b Image of a portion of a
lower vesicularity (∼68 %) clast from P1 with combinations of dense
bands and elongated vesicle trains. c Shear band observed in P4
(vesicularity ∼52 %). This shear zone encloses some remnants of
collapsed vesicles, and has been repopulated by smaller vesicles. Note

the irregular vesicles on top, and the abrupt transition to the shear zone.
d Dense bands in fall pumice EU1 alternating with high-vesicularity
zones. e Progressive transition from undeformed vesicles (bottom) to
increasingly sheared vesicles (top) in a high-vesicularity (∼77 %)
pumice from P6. f Thin zone of strain localization with deformation
gradient between external and sheared vesicles. In all cases, shear
directions were inferred from vesicle deformation patterns
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Crystal textures

Leucite microphenocryst number densities NVcorr-lc values
(Fig. 10a) measured in white pumice reach ∼5×104mm−3

and are typically lower than number densities from gray
clasts. Within gray pumice deposits (PDC and fall samples),
Ncorr
V�lc values seem to increase slightly from P1 to EU4,

although the absolute variation (1.2×105mm−3) is only mar-
ginally higher than the standard deviation measured within a
single unit (σ ∼0.9×105mm−3) .

Leucite microphenocryst size For brevity, only dominant
modes of leucite volume distributions are shown
(Fig. 10b). Leucite modes in PDC clasts show a small but
noticeable size increase throughout the eruptive stratigra-
phy. Average sizes increase from 25 μm to around 30–
35 μm by the end of the magmatic phase, implying 5–
10 μm additional growth.

Crystal volume fractions As expected from the moderate
increase in size and number (Fig. 10a, b), the melt-
referenced leucite content (Fig. 10c) also increases through-
out the magmatic phase of the eruption, from 13 to 17 % for
EU2 and EU1, to about 35 % within EU4, although there is
a wide range of leucite content for each unit. In contrast,
phenocryst and microphenocryst contents (dominantly sani-
dine, pyroxene, and micas, leucites excluded) remain
practically constant over the investigated eruptive phases.
Importantly, there is no systematic difference between
gray fall units and PDC units in terms of crystal content,
size, or number.

Other phases All pumice clasts from both white and gray
phases of the eruption contain abundant Fe–Ti oxide micro-
lites. These are typically more numerous than vesicles, and
probably served as nucleation sites for bubbles (Fig. 6)
(Shea et al. 2010b). The only other notable microlite phases

(nepheline and plagioclase) are only found in the densest
clast from the last PDC of the magmatic phase (P6, Fig. 4).

Glass H2O contents

Measurements of water in AD 79 glasses show a large
variability both at the single eruptive unit scale (i.e., be-
tween low- and high-density clasts), and throughout the
stratigraphy (i.e., between EU1 and EU4) (Fig. 11a). No
systematic differences are observed between PDCs and fall
phases. The abundance of water in AD 79 pumice glasses
varies from ∼0 to 2.1 wt%, and can vary by up to 1.5 % wt.
within a single unit, making it difficult to isolate any un-
equivocal degassing trend from the base to the top of the
stratigraphy (Fig. 11a). In contrast, the tendency for high-
vesicularity samples to include more water is almost sys-
tematic (Fig. 11b). The most vesicular clasts (∼65–85 %
vesicles) generally contain 1–2 wt% H2O, whereas the
densest clasts (∼35–60 % vesicles) contain 0–1 wt% H2O.

Interpretations and discussion

Bubble nucleation, growth, and maturation cycles within
AD 79 magmas

The comparison of vesicle texture data from both fall and
PDC deposits within the white and gray pumice units of the
magmatic phase of the AD 79 eruption allows inferences to
be made concerning similarities and differences in their
degassing behavior. In both the phonolitic white magma
and the tephriphonolitic gray magma, nucleation was con-
tinuous and influenced by the presence of tiny oxide micro-
lites within pumice clasts (Fig. 6). These crystals,
particularly magnetite, play a significant role in reducing
the degree of supersaturation needed to trigger nucleation

Fig. 6 SEM image (×500) of a
pumice from PC4 showing
clear groundmass glass filled
with tiny oxide microlites that
served as nucleation sites for
bubbles during magma
decompression. Several oxides
are enlarged to show the
relationship frequently
encountered between vesicles
and oxides
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(Hurwitz and Navon 1994). Experiments involving decom-
pression of EU2 melts by Larsen (2008) and Shea et al.
(2010b) demonstrated that heterogeneous nucleation occurs
within phonolitic magmas at AD 79 eruption conditions
(∼0.25 MPa/s), and even at much higher decompression
rates (3–17 MPa/s). In these experiments and in natural
samples, it was found that oxides were in higher numbers
than vesicles, thus providing abundance substrate for bubble
nucleation. Judging from the omnipresence of titanomagne-
tite within gray pumice, we postulate that heterogeneous
nucleation dominates during degassing of the AD 79 gray
magma as well. If values of surface tension for homoge-
neous nucleation in phonolites (σHOM ∼0.06 Nm−1, Gardner
2012) are applied to the Toramaru (2006) equations, ex-
treme decompression rates on the order of 50–55 MPa/s
are required to produce the bubble number densities mea-
sured in EU3 pumice. In addition, triggering homogeneous
nucleation would require supersaturation pressures of at
least 30 MPa to be reached (Gardner 2012), a deviation
from equilibrium which is not reflected by the majority of
the H2O data (Fig. 11b).

As in the white magma (cf. Gurioli et al. 2005), bubble
nucleation does not occur as one or a few pulses but is
sustained during ascent. The power-law relationships ob-
served on CVSD plots for both PDC and fall pumice yield
exponents greater than 3 (Fig. 8a), similar to those measured
in other tephra from highly explosive eruptions (>3, e.g.,
Klug et al. 2002; Adams et al. 2006). While d values up to
∼2.3 can be obtained through intense continuous nucleation
(e.g., Blower et al. 2002), higher exponents cannot be
obtained by nucleation alone (Gaonac’h et al. 1996). In-
stead, the higher values displayed by AD79 pumice are a
likely consequence of the maturing of vesicle textures, as
medium to large bubble populations are modified by coa-
lescence, and lost due to collapse and outgassing. The
observation that d is typically higher during PDC phases
(d ∼3.7–3.9) than in fall-producing phases (d ∼3.4–3.5)
(with the exception of P5, which has d values that resemble
fall samples), can be linked with a stronger influence of
bubble collapse within PDC pumice. Hence, while the
style of nucleation (i.e., heterogeneous and continuous)
was comparable throughout ascent of EU3 fall and EU3
PDC magmas, important differences exist in the respec-
tive proportion of clasts that exhibit mature vesicle
textures and higher densities. Hence, the transition from
fall-to-PDC-producing columns was not triggered by
radically different degassing processes within the con-
duit, but rather by the changing relative proportions of
different density/vesicularity end-members at the in-
ferred fragmentation surface.

The measurable isolated vesicle populations within
the white pumice argues for bubbles being in their
earlier stages of vesiculation in the white pumice

compared to the gray pumice, the latter showing com-
plete vesicle connectivity (Fig. 9). Interestingly, this
complete connectivity of gray pumices implies that even
small vesicles (<0.01 mm) can form part of the perme-
able network. On the other hand, the tiniest vesicles
(<0.003 mm), which in our samples account for 50–
80 % of the total vesicle number density, are probably
isolated from each other but their participation in the
total vesicularity is so small (<1.5 % vol.) that they
cannot be easily resolved by pycnometry techniques.
Importantly, the coexistence of vesicle textures suggest-
ing both vigorous nucleation and a progression towards
a connected bubble network during the late stages of
ascent implies that both processes occur concurrently.

Interestingly, Klug et al. (2002) found that Crater
Lake pumice from fall phases of the Mazama eruption
had higher connectivity than PDC pumice, which is in
stark contrast with pumice from the AD 79 eruption.
They interpreted their data to reflect less time for bub-
bles to grow and for connectivity to develop during
PDC phases, ultimately resulting in lower vesicularities
at fragmentation. In AD 79 pumice, PDC phases typi-
cally possess high fractions of dense clasts and more
mature vesicle textures reflecting prolonged ascent times
compared to fall pumice. Hence, it appears that both
extended and abridged ascent paths can produce higher
density clasts after fragmentation and trigger the desta-
bilization of the eruptive plume.

Finally, the positive correlation between calculated de-
compression rates and vesicularity (Fig. 8b) implies that
zones of lower bubble content (high bulk density) within
the rising magma column were decompressed more slowly
than zones of high bubble content (low bulk density). Spa-
tially, this argues for a specific conduit configuration or
process allowing a horizontal density gradient to form. This
process is well exemplified by the low-vesicularity pumice
from P6 (33 % vol.), which is the densest clast sampled from
the magmatic phase of the eruption. This particular clast
experienced the lowest calculated decompression rate (dP/
dt00.05 MPa/s) and is the only individual that contains

�Fig. 7 Vesicle volume distributions for the six main PDC deposits of
the magmatic phase (yellow0 low density, orange0modal density and
red 0 high-density pumices) compared with four fall phases (white
pumice EU2 and gray pumice EU3base, max and top shown in light to
dark gray colors for increasing density). Dashed lines mark the dom-
inant modes for the gray pumice and for EU2. Size distributions for
high-density clasts are shown in the background of distributions
obtained for modal-density clasts, and distributions of modal clasts
are reported in the background of distributions for high-density pumice
for comparison. Jagged distributions in high-density clasts mark the
influence of bubble collapse and outgassing. Overall, from low- to
high-density clasts, size distributions show loss of medium and large
vesicles. The y-axis is normalized to the total porosity value for each
sample
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microlites of nepheline and plagioclase. Their presence
within this unit demonstrates that portions of the P6 magma
experienced much slower ascent. We propose further that

such velocity variations within the ascending magma are
responsible for generating strong density gradients across
and along the conduit.
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Leucite crystallization

No obvious correlation is observed between leucite number
density and maximum decompression rates (Fig. 10a), pro-
viding strong evidence that leucites in the gray magma did

not form during rapid ascent. The same conclusion was
reached by Shea et al. (2009) for leucites within the white
magma via laboratory decompression experiments. Instead,
leucites nucleated during slow decompression, in the mag-
ma storage area shortly prior to and during the eruption (i.e.,
as overlying magmas were being tapped), and/or during
early, slower conduit ascent.

The moderate leucite size and number increase through-
out the magmatic phase (5–10 μm from P1 to EU4,
Fig. 10b) is interpreted to result from longer residence in
the slowly decompressing magma at depth. If minimum
leucite growth rates of 10−7mms−1 determined by Shea et
al. (2009) can be applied to the gray magma, it would have
taken ∼14–20 h for leucites to grow an additional 5–10 μm
from EU2 to the end of EU3. Note that this value is slightly
higher than the time interval determined by Sigurdsson et al.
(1985) for the time between EU2 and the beginning of EU4
(12 h), which is not surprising, considering the growth rates
are minimum values.

Spatial variations in H2O-degassing: implications
for volatile investigations

Interpretations regarding the large variations in H2O con-
tents from the base to the top of the stratigraphy (Fig. 11a)

Fig. 8 a Power-law exponents obtained from CVSD curves (the
portion of the CVSD curve from which exponents are derived is shown
in blue within the inset). To a first-order, high nucleation rates produce
high exponents (d>2, Apollonian packing). The larger exponents
measured (3<d<4) cannot be attributed solely to intense nucleation.
Rather, coalescence processes tend to increase the participation of
larger vesicles thus reducing the slope/exponent, while bubble collapse
increases the exponent. As a result, PDC samples typically have higher
exponents suggesting more mature vesicle textures (i.e., with an in-
creased influence of outgassing). b Variations in decompression rates
calculated to match measured number densities (from Shea et al. 2011).

Due to differing compositions and properties (mainly temperature and
diffusivity), the white magma produces higher numbers of vesicles at
lower decompression rates. For layer P1, kinetic properties of the
phonolitic magma (EU2 white) result in decompression rate “A”; those
of the tephriphonolitic magma (gray) yield “C”, and intermediate
values give “B”. The red dotted line marks the evolution of modal
values, while the envelope encompasses the entire range. Inset shows
the positive relationship between decompression rates and vesicularity,
arguing for lateral vesiculation gradients in the conduit being depen-
dent on dP/dt

Fig. 9 Bulk vesicularity (φbulk) vs. connected vesicularity (φconn)
obtained from He-pycnometer measurements. Dashed lines represent
lines of equal fraction of isolated vesicles. All gray pumice samples
and over half of white pumice clasts plot on the 1:1 array, implying that
their vesicles are mostly connected. Three samples from EU2 show a
larger fraction of isolated vesicles, particularly in high-density clasts
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are to be taken with prudence since the within-unit varia-
tions can be fairly large. Provided that this general trend is
real, glass H2O variations could be linked to total decom-
pression times and varying depths of fragmentation. For
instance, the largest increase in H2O from P3 to P5 is in
good agreement with an increase in fragmentation depth
during these eruptive phases, a behavior which was also
inferred from the increase in wallrock of deep origin (mar-
bles and cumulates) during this stage (Barberi et al. 1989). A
more moderate change in fragmentation level may have
occurred from EU3base to P2; however, there is no detailed
componentry data for these specific eruptive phases to con-
firm this hypothesis.

The consistent trend of decreasing H2O with decreasing
vesicularity (Fig. 11b) argues for spatial differences in the
degree of degassing (vesiculation) and outgassing (gas loss)
within the conduit. Here, we compare this correlation with
the relationship expected from simple models of equilibrium
degassing. For a closed-system at equilibrium (i.e., with
sufficient time for water diffusion to keep up with decom-
pression), vesicularity can be calculated using the formula
(Gardner et al. 1999):

f ¼
ρ
Z VH2O wI � wFð Þ

1þ ρ
Z VH2O wI � wFð Þ� �

" #

ð1Þ

where ρ is magma density in kilogram per cubic meter, Z is
molecular water weight in kilogram per mole, wI and wF the
weight fractions of dissolved water at initial and final pres-
sures determined using the solubility model of Larsen

(2008), and VH2O the molar volume of water in cubic meter
per mole (in vapor phase) at the final pressure.

Assuming an initial pressure of 150 MPa, the resulting
degassing trend displays an expected negative correlation
between vesicularity and melt H2O (Fig. 11b). A few pum-
ice glasses lie on the vesicular end of this trend suggesting
that the magma initially tracked equilibrium solubility, as
suggested by previous decompression experiments (Shea et
al. 2010b). Most of the clasts, however, fail to track the
equilibrium degassing trend. This is due to the fact that Eq.
(1) does not model the development of bubble connectivity
and permeability, which promote outgassing and, ultimately,
decreases vesicularity. Glass H2O data show a behavior that
is consistent with a magma that has become permeable and,
in certain cases, started to outgas. No clast seems to have
recorded the earlier stages of vesiculation, prior to the onset
of bubble coalescence. Four of the most vesicular clasts
(70–85 % vol.) also have more water than that predicted
for equilibrium degassing, suggesting that either (a) decom-
pression was too rapid for efficient water diffusion (i.e.,
disequilibrium degassing and expansion of the vapor phase
without further exsolution) or that (b) some small amount of
post-fragmentation bubble expansion occurred in those spe-
cific samples.

At the eruption scale, the general positive co-variation
between glass H2O and vesicularity (Fig. 11b) favors a scenar-
io where the dense portions of the ascending magma under-
went more protracted outgassing compared to the more
vesicular portions. A similar general tendency was inferred at
Soufriere Hills (Montserrat) by Clarke et al. (2007) and
Burgisser et al. (2011) for magmas stored in the reservoir/
conduit prior to intense explosions. According to these authors,
upper portions of the magma column are stored at shallow
levels and are allowed to outgas (forming dense clasts/bombs

Fig. 10 Textural data for leucites and other crystals. a Number densi-
ties, b modal sizes, and c resulting volume fraction. Leucites tend to
continue forming during the eruption, while mineral phases stay mostly

constant. Inset in (a) shows the lack of correlation between leucite
number densities and decompression rates, supporting the idea that
leucites did not form during the fast ascent stage in the conduit
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after eruption) while lower levels preserve their volatiles and
pressurize the column (forming pumice clasts after eruption).
This type of vertical degassing/outgassing gradient produced
during Vulcanian eruptions is different, however, from the

variations observed through clasts of the sustained AD 79
eruption. In the latter case, there is no evidence for eruptive
breaks allowing for the formation of vertical outgassing gra-
dients of the magma column. Rather, textural features of
vesicles (numbers, sizes, and shapes), calculated eruptive
parameters (dP/dt), and the presence of strain localization
features (see paragraph below), altogether argue for lateral
degassing/outgassing gradients within the AD 79 magmas that
form during ascent, in a fashion similar to that proposed by
Sable et al. (2006) for the Etna 122BC Plinian eruption.

The role of small-scale shear zones within the conduit

Populations of deformed vesicles within pumice from tra-
chytic or rhyolitic eruptions are often linked to stress varia-
tions within the conduit during magma ascent (Klug and
Cashman 1996; Martí et al. 1999; Polacci et al. 2001, 2003;
Mastin 2005; Wright et al. 2006). Tube or fibrous pumice
clasts have extremely elongated vesicles. They are often
found within deposits of highly explosive silicic eruptions,
and are commonly attributed to greater shearing of ascend-
ing magma along conduit walls (e.g., Polacci et al. 2003).
Smaller, microscopic shear zones have also been reported
within rhyolitic pumice (Wright and Weinberg 2009) and
highly crystalline andesites with residual liquids of rhyolitic
composition (Sparks et al. 2000). Little is known, however,
about where these shear zones form in the conduit and how
they evolve during magma ascent to imprint on the pumice
textures that we observe at the surface. Within AD 79
phonolites, tube/fibrous pumice clasts are rare, but evidence
of deformation prior to fragmentation is ubiquitous in the
form of millimeter-scale planar features (cf. Fig. 5), suggest-
ing that partial outgassing and localized shearing occurred
within the conduit during magma ascent. The variety of
textures in AD79 pumice likely indicates different responses
of the deforming magma to applied stresses. Less obvious
shearing textures include vesicles that are progressively
deformed, for which sharp deformation boundaries are dif-
ficult to define (Fig. 5e, f). On the other hand, some dense
shear bands show abrupt transitions from undeformed to
elongate bubbles (Fig. 5c). In some cases, small vesicles
seem to have nucleated within the dense band (e.g., Fig. 5c,
d). This implies that at least some shear zones had
formed during the interval of nucleation. Vesicle trains
also exhibit textural variations, some being fairly elon-
gate with smooth outlines (Fig. 5b) while others display
equant shapes with irregular outlines. Deformed bubble
trains could result from shearing-induced coalescence,
while more equant trains could be generated either by
bubble nucleation and growth along inactive (i.e.,
“healed”) shear zones, or by relaxation of elongate
bubbles after shear delocalizes. Interestingly, dense
bands and bubble trains can be observed within the

Fig. 11 Abundance of H2O in AD 79 pumice glasses. a Variations in
water contents throughout the entire stratigraphy, with measurements
performed in clasts from the three density end-members. b Positive
correlation between H2O and vesicularity showing that the most vesicular
portions of the magma are the least degassed/outgassed. The equilibrium
degassing trend shows the expected trajectory of a degassing magma in
closed-system conditions with decompression timescales slow enough for
H2O to diffuse out of the melt (“equilibrium degassing') (see text for
calculation details). The “disequilibrium degassing” line tracks a scenario
where decompression rates are too fast for H2O to diffuse efficiently, and
the “outgassing” path shows the loss of bubbles as permeability develops
in the magma. Most of the gray pumice records outgassing while white
pumice are generally closer to equilibrium degassing (except for P6,
which may have undergone disequilibrium degassing to some degree,
prior to outgassing
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same clast (Fig. 5b), suggesting that shear zones at
different stages of their evolution can occur within a
relatively small portion the magma.

Based on the various textures and their distributions
within AD 79 pumice clasts we propose a conceptual model
for the evolution of shear zones (Fig. 12). During ascent, the

Fig. 12 Hypothetic model for
formation, evolution, and
demise of shear zones. Vesicles
are drawn according to their
elongation, and the shape
complexity commonly
observed is not depicted.
Connected points A and B mark
the deformation profile within
the three first sketches.
Different textures are displayed
along with the process
responsible for their formation
as well as examples from Fig. 5.
Strain localization initiates
within a zone a few tens of
vesicles in width. Larger
bubbles are more readily
deformed and coalesce as shear
continues. Coalescence
progresses until bubbles are
connected and gases escape.
Collapsed bubbles form a dense
band with lineations marking
their prior presence. If shear
delocalizes and stops, the bands
can heal and nucleation
continues
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presence of a lateral velocity gradient within the conduit
(i.e., maximum velocity at the center, minimum at both
conduit margins) leads to the formation of numerous
millimeter-scale shear zones. These zones first appear as
domains where equant vesicles progressively deform on
the scale of a few mm. As shearing progresses, the zones
become more elongate and narrow and transitions between
undeformed and deformed bubbles appear more abrupt.
Vesicles coalesce within narrow zones and may form elon-
gated trains. As coalescence proceeds, connectivity
increases until exsolved gases are able to escape by bubble
collapse along the deforming zone. Sheared regions now
appear as dense, vesicle-poor bands that may undergo fur-
ther vesiculation (i.e., as indicated by the presence of nu-
merous tiny vesicles) although the depletion of H2O and
associated increase in viscosity should inhibit vigorous nu-
cleation and favor healing in most cases.

An important distinction arising from this conceptual
model is that the process of “shear-induced” permeability
development, although acting concurrently, differs from that
of “unaided” permeability development, which gradually
occurs in the vesicular portions of ascending magmas
through bubble expansion, coalescence, and interconnection
(e.g., Gonnermann and Manga 2007).We can also speculate
that shear-induced permeability development may facilitate
the fragmentation process along preferential separation
planes as magma viscosity increases concurrently. This is
conceptually similar to the shear-thinning fragmentation
model evoked by Gardner et al. (1999). On the other hand,
the gradual development of permeability in the portions less
affected by shearing should decrease the magma overpres-
sure and favor non-catastrophic gas escape (e.g., Burgisser
and Gardner 2005). Likely, the decompression timescales
during the AD79 eruption were far too short for non-
explosive permeable gas loss to occur, and the gas pressure
within the connected bubbly network was still high enough
to favor overpressure- or strain-induced fragmentation
(Papale 1999; Zhang 1999). Note that in this scenario,
although bubbles become increasingly interconnected, the
gas phase would not be completely decoupled and lost from
the magma until fragmentation occurred.

In summary, our proposed model for the formation of
these textures involves phases of shear-initiation with wide
zones of progressive vesicle deformation towards the shear
zone, then thinning by increasing bubble coalescence and
collapse. The presence of shear zones and bands depicting
different stages of this process within a single clast, suggests
continuous strain localization and transfer: whenever a shear
zone heals, stress is transferred to form a new shear zone
nearby. Physical and numerical models that investigate con-
duit shearing have already predicted the formation of wide
shear zones during ascent (e.g., Mastin 2005; Hale and
Mühlhaus 2007) future models that include space–time

variations of ascent velocity, viscosity, and crystal content
for different magma types could help elucidate whether the
density and the width of shear zones can be correlated with
crystallinity and viscosity.

General conduit model for ascent and vesiculation
of the AD 79 magmas

Altogether, our observations require a conduit model that
accounts for both decompression rates and density/vesicu-
larity variations. An important assumption for this model is
that pumices acquire their final texture during fragmentation
(e.g., Houghton and Wilson 1989; Klug et al. 2002), and are
thus representative of the last state of the magma before
quenching. Here, we propose that the range of clast densities
measured within deposits from the various phases of the
eruption correspond to both spatial and temporal degassing
variations prior to fragmentation (Fig. 13). In EU3 units,
low-density clasts result from fragmentation of magma trav-
eling along the central section of the conduit, where decom-
pression timescales were shorter (less time for maturing of
textures), and where larger vesicles suffered less coales-
cence and collapse. The high decompression rates and
H2O contents measured within these clasts reflect their
central position with respect to the velocity profile across
the conduit. Conversely, high-density, low-vesicularity
pumice were produced by fragmentation of more marginal
magma depleted in H2O. The lower decompression rates
recorded within these clasts argue for their more peripheral
position as ascent velocities are expected to be lower, and
conduit “residence” times longer (Adams et al. 2006; Sable
et al. 2006) . The higher abundance of small-scale shear
zones within high-density pumice, as well as the presence of
collapse textures outside shear zones, suggests that coales-
cence and collapse have occurred to a greater extent in high-
density samples. The occurrence of variations in the relative
proportions of low-, modal-, and high-density magma
throughout the eruption can be accommodated by changes
in the amplitude of the velocity profile, and/or changes in
the depth of fragmentation (see Fig. 13). Changes in the
extent of lateral density gradients through time can explain
adequately the production of eruptive plumes with varying
proportions of dense clasts. Low or moderate initial ve-
locity gradients could lead to the formation of denser
magmas close to the margins exacerbating partial desta-
bilization of the column by adding dense clasts into the
system, while high-velocity gradients would inhibit gen-
eration of dense outgassed magma and favor dominantly
stable plumes. Hence, shifts from steep to more gentle
velocity gradients would be responsible for the produc-
tion of multiple partial collapses such as P1, P2, P3,
and P4 (Fig. 13).
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Fig. 13 Conduit model for the eruption of the AD 79 gray magma.Green
boxes illustrate the concepts of horizontal and vertical density gradients.
Denser clasts with low vesicle number densities (or dP/dt) and low H2O
originate from fragmentation of the slower-moving outer portions of the
ascending magma, while lower density pumices richer in H2O derive from
the faster-decompressing central portion. Maturing of bubble textures both
unaided and aided by shearing contribute to forming these dense marginal
zones. Temporal variations in the lateral extent of these dense zones,
brought about by changing velocity profiles, explain the inclusion of higher
fractions of dense clasts during partial collapses P1–P4. Deepening frag-
mentation depth and the inclusion of substantial wallrock (blue arrows)

produced P5. After P5, a short-lived incursion of white magma prior to the
onset of phreatomagmatism saw the formation of wider zones of denser
magma. Combined with the increase in wallrock components associated
with conduit widening, the fragmentation and ejection of dense clasts
resulted in the formation of the completely unstable, low-velocity PDC
(P6). Zoomed insets show the details of how shear zones affect the magma
density by inducing bubble coalescence and collapse. A conceptual plot of
density, vesicularity, decompression rates, number density, and number of
shear zones variations with lateral position in the conduit is shown below.
Note that the horizontal scale for the conduit sketches is greatly exagger-
ated compared to the vertical scale
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These lateral vesicularity gradients will also evolve
from the bottom of the conduit to the top. As the rising
marginal magma experiences prolonged bubble collapse,
the denser portions become thicker from bottom to top
(Sable et al. 2006), leading to the existence of vertical
density gradients (Fig. 13). If such vertical gradients
exist and the fragmentation level drops significantly,
the magma can be sampled in its earlier stages of
degassing, denser margins do not have time to thicken
to a great extent and the resulting deposits will contain
fewer dense clasts. This scenario could apply to P5, for
which a substantial deepening fragmentation level was
postulated on the basis of a sudden increase in the
abundance of wallrock with deep origins (Barberi et
al. 1989; Gurioli et al. 2002). In contrast, during the
shifts from EU3 fall phases to P1–P4, there is no
evidence from wallrock lithology (i.e., deep vs. shallow
origins) for important fluctuations in the fragmentation
level. Nonetheless, the shifting velocity gradients postu-
lated above could have resulted in slight changes in the
fragmentation depth (Fig. 13).

P6 has a complex and extremely broad density dis-
tribution with a high fraction of dense clasts (Fig. 2),
and, while its comparison with other PDCs is not
straightforward due to the different magma composition
(white vs. gray), we can nonetheless speculate that the
magma has a longer conduit residence time and thus
had enough time to form thicker dense zones. The
fragmentation level, during production of P6, would
have therefore been much shallower. The longer time-
scale available for maturing of bubble textures is seen
in the much lower decompression rates calculated within
clasts from this unit (Fig. 8b). Additionally, nepheline
and plagioclase microlites were found only in this de-
posit suggesting a relatively slow ascent in a least some
of the densest material involved in P6. Only wallrocks
of shallow provenance such as lavas and other volcanic
rocks (<1.5 km) are found within P6 (Cioni et al.
2004), reinforcing the idea that fragmentation occurred
closer to the surface than during the total collapse or
the other PDCs.

While this general model seems to be applicable to
most of the gray pumice phase of the eruption, the end
products of vesiculation and conduit shear may have
been different during eruption of the initial white pum-
ice. In EU1, EU2, and P1, clast densities/vesicularities
are narrowly distributed (Fig. 4). dP/dt and H2O values
in both EU2 and P1 also span a narrow range (Figs. 8b
and 11) indicating little spatial degassing variations
across the conduit. Due to the more evolved nature of
the white magma compared to the gray magma, in
addition to the large temperature difference, the total
decompression time was probably longer, but diffusive

growth was slower, in effect retarding bubble coales-
cence and permeability development.
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